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1. Introduction

Successful propagation of laser radiation through the atmosphere requires detailed

knowledge of the absorption properties of the intervening medium. In the infrared and near-IR

regions being considered for high-energy lasers, some atmospheric constituents have very

significant absorptive properties. In particular, water vapor, carbon dioxide, and methane,

although minor constituents in terms of percentage abundance in the atmosphere, possess sizable

electric dipole moments which give rise to very significant absorptions. The absorptions form a

discrete line spectrum arising in this energy region from the interaction of vibration and rotation

of the molecules. In addition, collisional broadening of transitions makes line-wing effects

important.

The HITR,4N database was established to provide an archival database of necessary

spectroscopic parameters of molecules to serve as input to high-resolution transmission and

radiance codes. It is the international standard database for this purpose. The 1996 edition [1] of

HITRAN at the conception of this effort contained line-by-line data for 38 molecular species,

including their most significant isotopes. The parameters for each transition include: line

position, intensity, air- and self-broadened half-widths, lower-state energies, and relevant

temperature-dependent coefficients. A good summary of the quantities involved, and how they

are applied, is contained in the appendix of Ref. [I].

The development of the HITRAN database takes place on two fronts. Ideally, all parameters

(especially line positions and intensities) would be calculated from quantum-mechanical

formulae. This would ensure a self-consistent set of parameters that would be well characterized

and also maintainable. However, this is not practical at this time for many molecular species due

in part to the complexity of the problem. Resonances, perturbations, and energy-level mixing are



major contributors to the complexity, especially for the shorter wavelength regions where one is

dealing with vibrational overtone and combination bands. Thus, to achieve the required

accuracy in HITRAN for many applications, molecular spectroscopic parameters are often

indirectly transcribed from experimental observations. An overwhelming number of the

observations are obtained from Fourier transform spectroscopy (FTS), a technology that has

matured in several laboratories throughout the world.

The principal goal of this project is to provide improved absorption line parameters for

molecules and their isotopologues for the purposes of long-path laser transmission in the

terrestrial atmosphere. In particular, the focus was to improve the line positions, intensities, and

air-broadened half-widths of water vapor, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and methane in the

spectral regions of candidate high-energy lasers. The sections below describe the results of this

effort, and some unresolved issues. The original plan of this program was a three-year effort.

2. Enhancements to molecular spectroscopic line parameters

2.1 Water vapor (H20)

Of the species to be studied in this effort, by far the most important and most difficult for

improvement is water vapor in the near-infrared and visible. Being a "light" molecule, H20 has

spectral lines extended over wide spectral regions. For example, the pure-rotation lines well

overlap the fundamental bending mode vibration at 6 pm. The situation gets much more

complex in the near-IR and especially the visible, where many combination bands are involved.

The lightness of this molecule (low moments of inertia and thus large rotational constants) makes

convergence with standard theoretical analysis a serious impediment. The experimental work is

also made difficult by blending of lines, adsorption on cell walls, the need for very long-path

cells in standard procedures, resonances, perturbations, and a host of other challenges.

We started our research with the study of the different types of lasers likely to be used by the

military. We assembled the principal characteristics for each laser (wavelength, tunable or not,

etc.) which were essential to target our work. We collected articles about line parameters

(frequencies, intensities, air broadening, and air shifting) of water vapor in the different spectral

regions of interest. The goal, at the outset, was to compare the different files in the literature

with the HITRAN database, and then to make assessments concerning the more correct line

parameters. We initially examined the 0.532-pm spectral region (YAG laser) with the line list of
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Prof. Michel Carleer, Universit6 Libre de Bruxelles (ULB), Belgium). We also researched many

other possible new available sources of water-vapor parameters (high-resolution, high-

photometric accuracy data) that needed to be assessed.

The post-doc on this program, Dr. David Jacquemart, continued his research on the various

"sources of water-vapor lines and focused his work on the (0.87-1.25), (1.307-1.515), and (1.6-

2. 1)-pm spectral regions. His work consisted in doing cross comparisons with the different data

obtained from the literature. He began with the study of the 1.307 to 1.515-jim spectral region,

which corresponds mainly to the use of the COIL. We also studied the possibility to support the

project of a new powerful approach, intracavity laser absorption spectroscopy [2]. This method

has the potential to allow the determination of intensities of very weak lines. This project could

lead to the recording of water-vapor spectra in the 1.315-micrometer spectral region.

The comparisons in the 0.532-pm region have indicated several discrepancies for the line

attributions. For lines that have the same quantum identification (1580 lines of 4610 in HITRAN

between 13238 and 22656 cm'-), we observed discrepancies of (0.9±4.7)x 10-3 cral for positions,

of (5±50)% on intensities, (-9±28)% on air-broadening coefficients, and (-13±58)% on self-

broadening coefficients. These results were not definitive; and confirmation was needed from

the team of Prof. Michel Carleer.

Dr. Jacquemart confirmed that in the 0.532-jim spectral region (YAG laser), improvement

could be accomplished in HITRAN using the line list of ULB. However, it was discovered that

their broadening coefficients occasionally had erroneous values. Dr. Rothman met with Pierre-

Franiois Coheur of the Belgium group and Jean-Michel Hartmann of the University of Paris on 5

December 2002 in Paris to discuss the ULB line list. We proposed an approach that would set

criteria on the original spectra that will substitute calculated values for parameters that are clearly

unphysical (the occasional result of fitting of weak lines or blends). For this we have to wait for

calculated values (from Prof. Robert Gamache, University of Massachusetts) of self- and air-

broadening coefficients. However, this in turn requires correct identifications of these features,

and for this process Prof. Jonathan Tennyson of the University of London has agreed to perform

a new assignment of lines in the ULB linelist.

A meeting was held with Gamache, Jacquemart and Rothman at the SAO in December

2002. Gamache has some lists that contain quantum assignments, the nitrogen-broadened half-
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width, temperature-dependence, and the line-shift. The transition-dependent calculations

presently include the bands (000-000), (010-000), (010-010), (020-000), (020-010), (020-020),

(100-000), (100-010), (100-020), (001-010), (001-020), (030-020). These transitions, however,

are in the submillimeter and longwave region. There are completed calculations for the bands

(301-000), (22 1-000) at shorter wavelengths, which include air-broadening coefficients.

The study of the (1.307-1.515)-micrometer spectral region showed that it will be possible to

improve positions and intensities of the main isotopologue H2
160. Figures 1 and 2 give

examples from independent sources [3, 4] showing real problems with some lines presently in

HITRAN. The improvement will come from Robert A. Toth of JPL. It will also be possible to

add into HITRAN line positions and intensities for the isotopologues H2
17 0 and H2

18O [5].

HITRAN did not contain any data for these isotopologues in this region. For the broadening

coefficients of these isotopologues, we could use calculated values from Gamache. Dr. Linda

Brown of JPL reports that a totally new line list in this region could be made available from Toth

(supported by a NASA program), but we propose in the interim to make a reduced updated line

list covering the 1.315-Jpm spectral region.

In parallel to this work, Jacquemart attempted to resurrect and run the programs of the late

Richard Wattson. These programs consist of a Direct Numerical Diagonalization of the

Hamiltonian. This technique [6] has been developed for use in calculations of atmospheric

opacity due to molecular absorption under conditions that cannot be duplicated in an Earth-based

laboratory. This technique succeeded for the CO2 molecule, and should also be applied with

success for the H20 molecule. The major problem with this large suite of program is first to

understand their structure: indeed, there is no main program, but many subroutines that were

sometimes duplicated in different directories. The suite of subroutines is quite complex, lacking

in comments, and many difficulties need to be surmounted, but it seems to be possible to once

again use the set of subroutines leading to the Direct Numerical Diagonalization of the

Hamiltonian.

Dr. Rothman was invited by the Centre National de Recherche Scientific (CNRS) of France

to be part of a committee evaluating research at the University of Reims. This visit allowed him

the opportunity to meet with Drs. Guy Guelachvili and Nathalie Picqud of the Laboratoire de
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Photophysique Moldculaire, Universitd Paris-Sud in Orsay. They have developed a very novel

technique combining intracavity laser spectroscopy (ICLAS) with time-resolved Fourier Trans-
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Toth [5], and HITRAN[I] around 7185 cm-1. Toth [5], and HJTRAN[I] around 7183 cm'l.

form spectroscopy that enables one to simulate extremely long path lengths in small cells [2].

This method would be extremely useful for measuring weak line absorption in the near-IR and

visible regions. A modest proposal, on the order of $80000, has been submitted. It would be

extremely beneficial to this project to be able to support this revolutionary and promising

technique.

In the region of the COIL (1.315 pIm = 7604.563 cm']), a preliminary line list in the HITRAN

format has been created. This line list covers the region from 7603.625 to 7605.796 cm'. for the

main isotopologue H2
160. The discrepancy between HITRAN, and these new values are between
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5% and 10%. Moreover, two lines have been added and one has been deleted. Table 1 is a

summary of the line position and intensity improvements from Toth [5] in this region.

1996 HITRAN[1] Toth [5 Ratio of
Position Intensity Position Intensity intensities

(cm") (cm'/moleculexcm"2) (cmi) (cm'/moleculexcm"2) %

7603.625030 3.83x10. 25  7603.6250 4.11 x 10-25  -7.3
7603.894020 1.00x 10.25 7603.895 1.09x 10.25 -9.0
7603.983180 8.56x10 26  7603.983 9.07x 10-26  -6.0
7604.251740 2.73 x 10-25 7604.2515 2.98x I 025 -9.2

7604.2781 1.64x10-26  -

7604.3823 1.15xlO26  -

7604.997830 1.34x10-23 7604.99785 1.41x 1O"2 -5.2
7605.293850 9.68x10 2 6  7605.294 1.04x 10-25  -7.4
7605.504870 4.76x 10 7605.5045 5.16x 10 25  -8.4
7605.698000 2.90x 10-26 1 -
7605.796710 9.49x 10.24 7605.79673 1.00x 10-23 -5.4

Table 1. Comparison of selected lines of HJTRAN[1] and Toth [5] in the 1.315-jtm region.

Besides the improvement in positions and intensities made possible by the more recent high-

resolution, high photometric accuracy intensities throughout the spectrum, one can notice several

other problems that occur throughout the HITRAN water-vapor list: (1) there are lines in HITRAN

not found in spectra, and (2) conversely, there are missing lines in the current HITRAN database.

The HITRAN lines in the COIL spectral region came from a combination of preliminary results

supplied from JPL over a decade ago, mixed in with some weaker lines that originate from early

H/TRAN editions. The latter have come from early grating spectrometer observations taken at

the mountain facility in Jungfraujoch, Switzerland. The more recent data in HITRAN are mostly

from controlled laboratory studies using Fourier transform spectrometers. We intend to

gradually replace all old grating spectrometer data in HITRAN with new high-resolution data, or

sophisticated quantum-mechanical calculations such as the Direct Numerical Diagonalization

(DND) method [6] where laboratory observations are not feasible (due to blended lines,

interfering lines, etc.).

David Jacquemart has continued identification and correction of problems in the HITRAN

database for the H20 molecule. All regions of the H20 molecule in HITRAN have been

considered.
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The improvements, which concern laser performance calculations for tactical applications,

will affect mostly the region of the COIL laser (1.315 pmo), where new results for H2
160, H2

18 0,

and H2
17O [Refs. 5, 7] will be incorporated into HITRAN. Other improvements will also apply to

the 1.03- and 1.06-pjn regions (Yb:YAG and Nd:Yag respectively). These improvements will be

of less magnitude since they only pertain to the isotopologue H2
170 [Ref. 8]. For the region of

the COIL, we have to work with Dr. Robert A. Toth (JPL) to provide us his results in an

electronic format in order to create a line list in the H/TRAN format. A visit to JPL was planned

in order to have a meeting with Dr. Linda R. Brown concerning the progress in methane and

carbon dioxide parameters. For the region of the YAG lasers, we have good collaboration with

Dr. Claude Camy-Peyret (Univ. of Paris) and a line list is going to be prepared. The other region

of tactical interest involves the FEL, but few improvements for the positions and intensities have

been found. We are maintaining contact with Dr. Guy Guelachvili from the Universit6 de Paris-

Sud, who has developed a very sensitive technique [2] to measure positions and intensities of

very weak lines. His group recently wanted to change their principal laser in order to do some

measurements between 1.3-1.7 pm (a very interesting region since it covers the COIL region and

a part of the FEL region).

In the other spectral regions, the improvements are in the 0.40-0.76 pm spectral region

(Nd:YAG at 0.532 pm, and LIDAR at 0.7 pm), which will be updated from the work of the team

of Prof. Michel Carleer [9, 10] of the Universit6 Libre de Bruxelles (ULB). This team will also

provide some interesting results between 0.78 and 0.86 pmn [Ref. 11] that we will have to

compare with the work of Flaud et al [12, 13]. Between 2.5 and 16.9 pmo, Refs. [14-18] will be

used to improve the current version of HITRAN.

In May 2003, Dr. Jacquemart went to the University of Paris VI, to present an invited

seminar on spectroscopic parameters of atmospheric molecules. He met with Dr. Camy-Peyret

(Univ. of Paris) in order to set up a line list of H2 1O in the YAG spectral region. It is planned to

add some weak lines of H2
170 in HITRAN between 0.87 and 1.25 pm. He also had discussions

with Dr. Agnes Perrin (Univ. of Paris-Sud) concerning the structure of the next edition of

HITRAN.

Dr. Jacquemart completed the line list of H2
170 in the YAG spectral region. The number of

lines has been increased to 1063 in this region (instead of 370 as in the previous HITRAN
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edition). The isotopologue with oxygen- 17 is known to be deficient in HITRAN. The positions

and line intensities have been adopted from Ref. [19]. The difference between the current

HITRAN database and the new data is illustrated in Fig. 3. The stick plots are in log scale,

created using the HAWKS software.

H12 70 lines adopted
-25.0- from Ref. [19]

-26.0_

-27.0

Log

nt -28.0 -II
t I
e
n

S-29.0 -...

i 9!00 9800 10000 10200 10400 10600 10800 11000 11200 1140Ct

(CM 6 -25.00 1991 HI 1 [
molec
ule)

-26.0-

-27.0-

-20.0

-29.0L ._

9soo seoo 10000 10200 10400 10600 10800 11000 11200 11400

Figure 3. Increase in spectral coverage and dynamic range for H217 0 line parameters. Top plot
is new data based on Ref [19]. Lower plot is 1996 HITRAN data based on old spectra and
analysis.
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With respect to the air-broadened half-widths, we took values from equivalent H 2
160 lines

that existed in the HITRAN database. We anticipate that our validation will confirm the

improvement and that this list will be incorporated into the next edition of HITRAN. However, it

could be made available in advance for the AF requirements.

We are making validation and comparison tests using the PC version of FASCODE

(PcLnWin), and will make runs to examine the consequences of updated water-vapor data. Prof.

Robert Gamache, Univ. of Massachusetts Lowell, will be making a decision on what set to use

for the updating of collision-broadening parameters of H20 for HITRAN. He has provided a

limited set, but is in the process of making a more complete and consistent list as part of the

effort for the NASA Earth Observing System (EOS) program. Dr. Brown is the principal

investigator of the effort, Infrared Laboratory Spectroscopy for AIRS, TES, and HIRDLS

(Atmospheric Infrared Sounder, Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer, and High Resolution

Dynamics Limb Sounder), and Gamache and Rothman are collaborators; thus the AF program

benefits from this synergism. The calculations by Gamache for the 0.7-pm region [20, 21] and

the EOS work use the same methodologies, but the fuller set to come will use a more developed

formulation.

We are still waiting for the results of Toth in order to improve the water-vapor line list in the

COIL region. Discussions at the Ohio State Symposium on Molecular Spectroscopy in June

illuminated a problem that appears for the data of water vapor in the 1.315-micrometer region,

which must be updated from the work [5, 7] of Toth (the superiority of these results were again

confirmed during a talk in Columbus). It seems to be difficult to obtain these data; we plan to

follow up with more communications with Toth.

An article on water vapor in the I- to 2-pm region by a group in the UK [22], seems to be

very interesting for the regions of tactical interest, and consequently will be analyzed carefully.

We began a correspondence with Dr. Kevin M. Smith (Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK) in

order to obtain his data on water-vapor parameters in this region.

2.2 Carbon Dioxide (C0 2)

Carbon dioxide is a trace gas in terms of amount in the terrestrial atmosphere

(approximately 360 parts per million and increasing, and uniformly mixed in the atmosphere).

However, due to its very strong electric dipole moment, it plays a major role in atmospheric
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absorption. The molecule is linear in configuration, and has many combination bands and hot

bands that must be modeled in atmospheric simulations. The theoretical treatment is generally

simpler than for water vapor, but care must be taken with respect to some resonances,

perturbations, and also line-shape effects. There are also eight isotopologues to be considered in

HITRAN, the most of any molecule in the database.

In the second half of this effort, Dr. David Jacquemart worked on the CO 2 line list in

HITRAN. The last update for line parameters of this molecule and its many isotopologues was

made over a decade ago [23]. Jacquemart performed comparisons with CDSD-296 calculations

made recently by the group at the Institute of Optics, Tomsk, Russia [24] for all lines in common

with HITRA N. These comparisons are very interesting, and show occasional significant

discrepancies. In order to have an idea about the quality of the results of CDSD calculations and

DND calculations [6] (used for HITRAN when no experimental results were available), we

compared new experimental results of Dr. D. Chris Benner (private communication, College of

William and Mary) between 3350 cm-1 and 3750 cm"' with the HITRAN and CDSD databases.

Benner worked with a team from NASA Langley Research Center and acquired high-resolution,

good photometric accuracy data for numerous bands in the 3-5 Am region, using the facility at

Kitt Peak National Solar Observatory. The results of our tests lead us to believe that the CDSD

calculation is better than the DND calculation. This is mainly due to the fact that CDSD

incorporated more recent studies into their theory, observations that were not available at the

time of the last DND calculation. The data from Benner should be particularly useful for the DF

laser (chemical dynamic laser).

In order to improve the CO2 line parameters in the HJTRAN database, we decided that it will

be better to keep the experimental values for the intensities when available. However, for

positions we plan to add the calculation of CDSD for bands that are perturbed or for which

coefficients come from DND calculation. We will probably also replace line positions in

HITRAN that rely on observed Venus spectra [251. The latter data supplemented more accurate

controlled laboratory measurements in HITRAN.

For the intensities, we plan to add new high-quality experimental measurements. For this,

we have a number of contacts with laboratories using FTS throughout the world. One example is

the analysis in progress on the recorded CO2 spectra from 4000 to 9000 cm-1 at Kitt Peak by Dr.
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Linda Brown and Prof. Charles Miller (Haverford College) [26]. Moreover, collaboration with

Miller will be done in the future in order to recalculate all the CO2 transitions in the self-

consistent method accomplished in Ref. [23].

We have developed a practical strategy to update the carbon-dioxide line parameters in

HITRAN.

Among the works being considered for the update is the theoretical method of effective

operators, advanced by Tashkun et al [24]. They have produced a database in HITRAN format.

However, we have taken the approach to use experimental results (which are more accurate than

the theoretical calculations) whenever available. This applies to both the energy levels and the

intensities. First, we retain the HITRAN line list based on Refs. [23, 27], but take into account

more recent results concerning the line intensities. The works on intensities come from: Mandin

et al [28] for the 10012-10001 band of 12C' 60 2 centered at 2225 cm'-; Claveau et al [29] for the

fundamental v3 and five hot bands of 16012C' 70 between 2200 and 2400 cm'l; Refs. [30-32] for

the laser bands of 16012CI70 and 160O2C' 80, for the two bands of the main isotopologue centered

at 8294 cm"1 and at 8192 cmn1 and for the fundamental v3 of 160 13C170; Henningsen and

Simonsen [33] for the 2v, + 2v20 + v3 band of 12CI60 2 at 6348 cm'; Kshirsagar et al [34] for the

2v3 band of 160' 2C'80 at 4639 cm'; Ref. [35] for the dyad bands 0003 1-10001 and 00031-10002

of 12C' 60 2 at 5584 cm"1 and 5687 cm-1; Giver et al [36] for five bands of 12C' 60 2 between 5218

cm"1 and 5349 cm'-; Devi et al [37] for 33 bands of 12C' 602 between 3090-3850 cm"'; and four

interacting bands in the 3-pm region acquired from Benner [381.

For positions, we are updating the spectroscopic constants of the triad of levels 2v, + 3v3 and

the combination level 2v, + v2 + 3v3 from the work of Ding et al [39], as recommended in

Goldman et al [40]. These updates improve positions of bands in the vicinity of 9600 cm-1. In

addition, we decided to improve the positions of the bands of the isotopologues that include the

isotopes 170, "0, and 13C for which the levels have not been observed. In the 2000 HITRAN

edition [41], the spectroscopic constants of these levels have been determined using DND

constants 6 for 12C'60 2 and 13C' 60 2, and using the calculations of Rothman and Benedict [42] for

the others isotopologues. For the next edition of HITRAN, we propose to use the calculated line

positions involving these levels from the work of Tashkun et al [24], that is to say from the

CDSD-296 database. For the other bands, for which the upper and lower levels have been
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determined [23, 1] from experimentally observed positions, we prefer keeping these data which

are more accurate than calculations (at least up to the highest rotational value measured).

We are also planning to incorporate the ongoing high-resolution work of Miller and Brown

[26] between 4000 to 9000 cm"'. It should be remarked that some of these aforementioned

works will enable us to replace carbon dioxide line positions in HITRAN that were derived from

observations of Venus by Mandin [25]. The latter values were chosen for many short wave

positions in HITRAN where no laboratory observations were previously available. The new

laboratory high-resolution studies should gradually supersede these lower-resolution results as

well as many calculated positions.

This program for improvement to the carbon dioxide parameters is clearly required for many

tactical arena problems, but requires some time resources. We will utilize Fortran programs

previously developed by Rothman to calculate the line list from the updated energy level

spectroscopic constants, band strengths, and Herman-Wallis coefficients. Ideally in the long run,

a new consistent least-squares fit of all observed energy levels should be performed in the

manner of Ref. [23]. Table 2 is a summary of the data being considered for the HITRAN CO2

update.
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Para- Spectralmeters region Source (reference) Comment on Implementation for HITRAN

Retain lines from HITRAN database where other
v,, S All Rothman et a! [23] information (below) is unavailable
v, S All Tashkun et al [241 Replace HITRAN lines, unless high-resolution

observations available

S 4.5 gim Mandin et al [28]

S 4.3 jim Claveau et al [29] Isotopologues
v, 5 9-10 pim Claveau et al [30] Isotopologue 627

S 1.2-1.4 J.-L. Teffo et al [31]

S 4.3 mim J.-L. Teffo et al [32] Isotopologue 637

S 1.6 prm Henningsen and
S_1.6___ m Simonsen [331
S 2.2 gim Kshirsagar et al [34] Isotopologue 628
S 1.8 pm Kshirsagar et al [35]
S 1.9 gm Giver et al [36]

2.6-3.2 Many observed bands (ideally should be made self-
V, S 263 Devi et al [37] consistent with other HITRAN observations using least-

ptm _squares fitting)

v, S 2.6-3.2 Benner [38] Four interacting bandsJim

v I AM Ding et al [39]

1.1-2.5 Many observed bands (ideally should be made self-
V, S Miller and Brown [26] consistent with other HITRAN observations using least-

p ~m squares fitting)

v S Sub-mm. Cologne database [43] Small permanent dipole moment for isotopologues 628
_,_ Su-a Cologne__ ___ database_ _ [4] and 627
S 2 pm Castrillo et al [44] A few lines
S 1.6 pim Pouchet et al [45] --dozen lines (tunable-diode laser work)

7 1.57 pm De Rosa et al [46] A few lines
Ongoing FTS studies at: SUNY Stony Brook, Battelle

vn , 7, All Multiple sources Pacific Northwest Laboratory; NASA Langley Research

n__Center
Table 2. Plan for update of carbon dioxide parameters in HITRAN (v, S, y, n are parameters for
position, intensity, half-width, and temperature dependence of half-width).
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Figure 4 is an example from Miller and Brown [26] showing the reduction of error in

HITRAN when applying their work. This is typical of the improvements that will be possible

when we incorporate the data of Table 2.

t4 10 4 4520 4~454 4550

r10

..-5 1TRAN

-. 1- .. AI-.a -L-. , -. 1 Ml ad B n [ -t-~~~- -. .,-.. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . , , . .. .. .. . .

C)

ui 0."5rn-

0-- 1261- - *

4-1O 48 4830 4840 4850

Figure 4. Bottom panel: Experimental (solid line) and simulated (dashed line) C0 2 laboratory
spectra in the region of the 20013 4- 00001 band: 30 Ton CO2 and 25 m path. Top panel:
Residuals from simulating the experimental spectrum with the 2000 HITRAN database [41].
RMS error 2.75%. Middle panel: Simulation residuals using the line positions reported in
Miller and Brown [261 with unpublished intensity data. RMS error = 0.11%. The remaining
residuals are due to small differences in the experimental and simulated intensities.
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2.3 Methane (CH4)

Methane (CH 4, 13CH 4, and the deuterated isotopologue CH3D) is a very difficult molecule to

make accurate theoretical predictions of spectra in the short wavelength region. The complexity

of the interacting bands or polyads becomes one of the true challenges in spectroscopy. The

groups that have worked most diligently and for a long time on the problem of methane have

been contributing their results for HITRAN. Recent achievements in the analysis of the spectra

show promise for extending the database.

Numerous improvements for methane have been done in the update of HITRAN 2001 [47].

These improvements come mainly from calculated positions and intensities of the team of the

Laboratory of Physics of the Universitd de Bourgogne (LPUB) in Dijon (FRANCE). The global

treatment of this molecule is continuing to be improved at LPUB especially for octad and

tetradecad levels [48, 49]. Collaboration with Drs.Vincent Boudon and Michel Loate from

LPUB has been developed, and a new and complete line list has been furnished to us. A

considerable effort has been initiated in order to compare this line list with H/TRAN. We hope to

be able to improve significantly at least two spectral regions of methane: the octad (3350-4950

cm-1) and tetradecad (4900-6300 cmn') regions. We focused on these two regions that have

tactical interests since the Free Electron Laser is susceptible to be efficient at 1.6 gim (6250 cm-1)

and 2.1 pm (4760 cm'). The principal work on methane is coordinated with Dr. Linda Brown of

JPL, who is the focal point of methane research in H/TRAN. We are also investigating the

differences in line positions observed by the group of Prof. Sasada of Keio University [50],

Yokohama, Japan in the 1.6-pm region to some lines in the current H/TRAN.

David Jacquemart finished the comparisons for methane between the 2000 HITRAN edition

and the recent results obtained with the new calculations of positions and intensities of the team

of the Laboratory of Physics of the University of Burgundy (LPUB) in Dijon (FRANCE). For

the regions of tactical interest (FEL at 1.6 pim, and 2.1 pri), the results in HITRAN come from

calculation for the 2.1-prn region [48], and from experimental results for the 1.6-jim region [51].

Concerning the 1.6-pm spectral region, comparisons between HITRAN, new calculations of

Dijon, and results of Prof. Sasada's group [50], showed that the experimental results of HITRAN

were in good agreement with Ref. [50] (mean discrepancy of 0.0012 ± 0.0005 cm" for 9 line

positions), contrary to recent calculated results of Dijon (mean discrepancy of 0.067 L 0.053 cm-1
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for 9 line positions). The probable explanation of this situation is that, for the moment, the

calculation for the tetradecad region is inferior to good observations. So, for this region, it seems

that no improvements can be taken from the recent calculation of Dijon. However, for the 2.1-

gim spectral region, comparisons between HITRAN and new calculations of Dijon showed that

numerous discrepancies appear for the line positions and line intensities. The discrepancies for

line positions are on the whole between ± 2 cm", except for one band for which it can get as

large as 12 cm-1 . For this band, it really seems that the problem comes from HITRAN. For the

intensities, the discrepancies are very large, since they can be as much as 4 orders of magnitude

(some intensities in HITRAN seem to have been overestimated). Thus, in this region, we think

we will be able to improve HITRAN line positions and intensities.

3. Results and Conclusion

During this effort, we completed the editing of a Special Issue of HITRAN for the Journal of

Quantitative Spectroscopy and Radiative Transfer (volume 82, 2003). This volume contains the

definitive article [41] describing the improvements and enhancements to the 2000 version of the

database, as well as including numerous articles on specific topics in HITRAN. Of note is the

article on methane authored by Brown et al [47] and the series of articles on water vapor by the

group of M. Carleer [ 10, 11, 52].

An algorithm for air-broadened half-widths and the air pressure-induced line shifts was

developed during this project. The implementation of this algorithm required David Jacquemart

assess each rotational pair of quantum numbers for a transition and plot a combination of

available experimental and theoretical data. Outlying points were assessed and removed. It was

generally clear where these outliers were coming from: blended, unresolved, weak lines in the

short-wave region. The improvement that has been achieved by the implementation of this semi-

empirical algorithm has been verified in a couple of spectral regions by independent observations

and simulations. A paper on this work [53] has been accepted by the Journal of Quantitative

Spectroscopy and Radiative Transfer. We have recently applied this algorithm for all water

vapor air-broadened half-widths and shifts in HITRAN that did not have either reliable

observations or theoretical calculations. Preliminary studies in several spectral regions by

independent researchers have confirmed the improvements made possible by our semi-empirical

formulation.
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As this effort drew to a premature close, a new edition of the HITRAN database [54] was

made available in September 2004. The new HITRAN edition features a more comprehensive

format, capabilities for line coupling, and improved software for accessing and manipulating the

database. But foremost are the substantial improvements for many bands of many molecules.

Preliminary validations show marked improvement; we hope to pursue more independent tests to

demonstrate the impact of these improvements, as well as discover any further deficiencies. We

are also preparing for a HITRAN Special Issue of the Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy and

Radiative Transfer (JQSRT) to appear in 2005. This issue will contain Refs. [53 and 54], and a

paper [55] on a new parameter throughout the database, namely the Einstein A-coefficient with

accompanying statistical weights of the levels in a line transition.

In June 2004, the Eighth International Database Conference was held at the Harvard-

Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics in Cambridge MA USA. The meeting was chaired by the

PI of this contract, and the co-investigator, D. Jacquemart, was on the local committee. Many

presentations, both oral and poster, were made, and issues relevant to this contract were

discussed. The proceedings of this conference have been placed in the HITRAN web-site,

http://cfa-www.harvard.edu/HITRAN. Several presentations outline improvements and

validations of the new data incorporated into HITRM. Of particular note is the paper by Liu et

al [56] comparing their tunable-diode laser absorption measurements of H20 in the 1.355 to

1.441 pm region with the latest H/TRAN results.

We are working with Linda Brown on a paper, "Assessment of Molecular Line Parameters:

0.75 to 2.5 pm" in collaboration with Drs. Pin Chen, Geoffrey Toon, and Robert A. Toth of JPL.

This paper should be an excellent guide for evaluating the deficiencies of spectroscopic

parameters of the seven most absorbing species (H20, C0 2, 03, N20, CO, CIH, and 02) in the

terrestrial atmosphere from the near-infrared to the visible.

This program for improvement to the carbon dioxide parameters is obviously required for

many tactical arena problems, but requires some time resources. The renewal of this contract is

clearly necessary to improve the HITR.4N database in the tactical region. New CO2

improvements need to be completed as well as for other molecules such as H20, CO, N20 and

CH4 . The water-vapor parameter update is very critical to the ABL program and requires a

concerted effort of the team. In particular, the near-infrared and visible regions require a
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concerted effort to evaluate, correct, and merge the best FTS observations being made by our

team and several other laboratories. Line-coupling is also expected to be quite relevant for

methane, and algorithms for this phenomenon need to be implemented.
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